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We plus size women can be extremely reluctant to go out in public with bare arms. We’re terrified that people will notice our fleshy
upper arms and…what exactly? Throw tomatoes at us? Chase us out of town with torches and pitchforks? Judge our bodies
because they have nothing better to do with their time?
Enough! It’s Summer. It’s hot out. Let’s free our upper arms from the tyranny of sleeves!
You may not be comfortable baring your arms in every situation, and that’s fine. But as the temperature rises into the 80s, 90s and
above, consider showing off your arms some of the time. You’ll be more comfortable and with the right clothes, no one is going to
pay any attention to your arms.
You want sleeveless tops that have generous arm holes. A tootight opening is going to look and feel uncomfortable. A statement
necklace will draw the eye away from your arms and closer to your lovely face. If it’s too hot for necklaces, then try some big,
attentiongrabbing earrings. If you can’t have bright, dangly things hanging from your earlobes in Summer, when can you? (And if
it’s too hot for a necklace, then it’s definitely to hot for sleeves.)
Not sure where to start? Cushie b has several armbaring tops that will have you uncovered in style.

Simple A-Line Cotton Lycra Tank
Most tanks are made to fit close to the body. They’re often too snug over your hips, so you can only wear them tucked in. Which is
fine, but it’s not good enough for Cushie b. This tank has an ALine shape, so it has plenty of room for your stomach and hips. Wear
it untucked for a stylish, sophisticated look. The cotton/lycra blend holds its shape beautifully. It’s polished enough to wear to the
office under a jacket or cardi. Then take off the top layer and relax when you go out to lunch or when you’re unwinding at the end of
the day.
Cushie b’s Simple ALine Cotton Lycra Tank is available in Oatmeal, Mediterranean Blue, and Black.

Sleeveless Top
Cushie b’s Sleeveless Top is knit from viscose yarn from Italy. The openwork at the neckline draws the eye in towards your face and away from your arms. Its ALine
shape means you’ll have plenty of room for all of your curves. The arm holes are generous without revealing too much.
Wear this top out on date night, shopping with friends or to a Summer party.
Cushie b’s Sleeveless Top comes in Cream and Black.
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Stop Hiding Your Arms
In warm weather, there’s no need to keep your upper arms covered. With these great tops – and your winning smile – no one’s
going to be looking at your arms anyway. Just don’t forget the sunscreen.
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Customer Service
For questions or concerns, please call or text us at
18004250310.
To email us, click here.
You can also reach us by fax at 18443080106.
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